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The Nature of Mathematical Thinking
2012-10-12

why do some children seem to learn mathematics easily and others slave away at it learning it only with great effort
and apparent pain why are some people good at algebra but terrible at geometry how can people who successfully
run a business as adults have been failures at math in school how come some professional mathematicians suffer
terribly when trying to balance a checkbook and why do school children in the united states perform so dismally in
international comparisons these are the kinds of real questions the editors set out to answer or at least address in
editing this book on mathematical thinking their goal was to seek a diversity of contributors representing multiple
viewpoints whose expertise might converge on the answers to these and other pressing and interesting questions
regarding this subject the chapter authors were asked to focus on their own approach to mathematical thinking but
also to address a common core of issues such as the nature of mathematical thinking how it is similar to and
different from other kinds of thinking what makes some people or some groups better than others in this subject
area and how mathematical thinking can be assessed and taught their work is directed to a diverse audience
psychologists interested in the nature of mathematical thinking and abilities computer scientists who want to
simulate mathematical thinking educators involved in teaching and testing mathematical thinking philosophers who
need to understand the qualitative aspects of logical thinking anthropologists and others interested in how and why
mathematical thinking seems to differ in quality across cultures and laypeople and others who have to think
mathematically and want to understand how they are going to accomplish that feat

Mathematical Thinking
2012

developing mathematical thinking is one of major aims of mathematics education in mathematics education
research there are a number of researches which describe what it is and how we can observe in experimental
research however teachers have difficulties developing it in the classrooms this book is the result of lesson studies
over the past 50 years it describes three perspectives of mathematical thinking mathematical attitude minds set
mathematical methods in general and mathematical ideas with content and explains how to develop them in the
classroom with illuminating examples

Mathematical Thinking and Problem Solving
2016-05-06

in the early 1980s there was virtually no serious communication among the various groups that contribute to
mathematics education mathematicians mathematics educators classroom teachers and cognitive scientists
members of these groups came from different traditions had different perspectives and rarely gathered in the same
place to discuss issues of common interest part of the problem was that there was no common ground for the
discussions given the disparate traditions and perspectives as one way of addressing this problem the sloan
foundation funded two conferences in the mid 1980s bringing together members of the different communities in a
ground clearing effort designed to establish a base for communication in those conferences interdisciplinary teams
reviewed major topic areas and put together distillations of what was known about them a more recent conference
upon which this volume is based offered a forum in which various people involved in education reform would
present their work and members of the broad communities gathered would comment on it the focus was primarily
on college mathematics informed by developments in k 12 mathematics the main issues of the conference were
mathematical thinking and problem solving



Advanced Mathematical Thinking
2013-10-15

this is volume 7 issue 1 2005 a special issue of mathematical thinking and learning which looks at advanced
mathematical thinking opening with a brief history of attempts to characterize advanced mathematical thinking
beginning with the deliberations of the advanced mathematical thinking working group of the international group
for the psychology of mathematics education the articles follow the recurring themes a the distinction between
identifying kinds of thinking that might be regarded as advanced at any grade level and taking as advanced any
thinking about mathematical topics considered advanced b the utility of characterizing such thinking for integrating
the entire curriculum c general tests or criteria for identifying advanced mathematical thinking and d an emphasis
on advancing mathematical practices

Fostering and Sustaining Mathematics Thinking Through Problem
Solving
1991

prepared for courses ect405 ect705 offered by the faculty of education in deakin university s open campus program

Advanced Mathematical Thinking
2006-04-11

this book is the first major study of advanced mathematical thinking as performed by mathematicians and taught to
students in senior high school and university topics covered include the psychology of advanced mathematical
thinking the processes involved mathematical creativity proof the role of definitions symbols and reflective
abstraction it is highly appropriate for the college professor in mathematics or the general mathematics educator

An Introduction to Mathematical Thinking
2005

besides giving readers the techniques for solving polynomial equations and congruences an introduction to
mathematical thinking provides preparation for understanding more advanced topics in linear and modern algebra
as well as calculus this book introduces proofs and mathematical thinking while teaching basic algebraic skills
involving number systems including the integers and complex numbers ample questions at the end of each chapter
provide opportunities for learning and practice the exercises are routine applications of the material in the chapter
while the problems require more ingenuity ranging from easy to nearly impossible topics covered in this
comprehensive introduction range from logic and proofs integers and diophantine equations congruences induction
and binomial theorem rational and real numbers and functions and bijections to cryptography complex numbers
and polynomial equations with its comprehensive appendices this book is an excellent desk reference for
mathematicians and those involved in computer science

The Math Gene
2001-05-17

if people are endowed with a number instinct similar to the language instinct as recent research suggests then why
can t everyone do math in the math gene mathematician and popular writer keith devlin attacks both sides of this
question devlin offers a breathtakingly new theory of language development that describes how language evolved



in two stages and how its main purpose was not communication devlin goes on to show that the ability to think
mathematically arose out of the same symbol manipulating ability that was so crucial to the very first emergence of
true language why then can t we do math as well as we speak the answer says devlin is that we can and do we just
don t recognize when we re using mathematical reasoning

Distilling Ideas
2021-09-01

mathematics is not a spectator sport successful students of mathematics grapple with ideas for themselves
distilling ideas presents a carefully designed sequence of exercises and theorem statements that challenge
students to create proofs and concepts as students meet these challenges they discover strategies of proofs and
strategies of thinking beyond mathematics in other words distilling ideas helps its users to develop the skills
attitudes and habits of mind of a mathematician and to enjoy the process of distilling and exploring ideas distilling
ideas is an ideal textbook for a first proof based course the text engages the range of students preferences and
aesthetics through a corresponding variety of interesting mathematical content from graphs groups and epsilon
delta calculus each topic is accessible to users without a background in abstract mathematics because the concepts
arise from asking questions about everyday experience all the common proof structures emerge as natural
solutions to authentic needs distilling ideas or any subset of its chapters is an ideal resource either for an organized
inquiry based learning course or for individual study

Introduction to Mathematical Thinking
2012

mathematical thinking is not the same as doing math unless you are a professional mathematician for most people
doing math means the application of procedures and symbolic manipulations mathematical thinking in contrast is
what the name reflects a way of thinking about things in the world that humans have developed over three
thousand years it does not have to be about mathematics at all which means that many people can benefit from
learning this powerful way of thinking not just mathematicians and scientists back cover

Developing Mathematical Thinking
2014-07-07

in this country we have done a poor job of helping students come to see the wonder beauty and power of
mathematics standards can be brought into the picture but unless we think about what it means to truly engage
students in mathematics we will continue to be unsuccessful the goal of this book is to begin to change the way
students experience mathematics in the middle and high school classrooms in this book you will find a theoretical
basis for this approach to teaching mathematics multiple guides and questions for teachers to think about in
relation to their everyday teaching and over 30 examples of problems lessons tasks and projects that been used
effectively with urban students

Mathematical Thinking
2018

for one two term courses in transition to advanced mathematics or introduction to proofs also suitable for courses in
analysis or discrete math this title is part of the pearson modern classics series pearson modern classics are
acclaimed titles at a value price please visit pearsonhighered com math classics series for a complete list of titles
this text is designed to prepare students thoroughly in the logical thinking skills necessary to understand and
communicate fundamental ideas and proofs in mathematics skills vital for success throughout the upperclass



mathematics curriculum the text offers both discrete and continuous mathematics allowing instructors to
emphasize one or to present the fundamentals of both it begins by discussing mathematical language and proof
techniques including induction applies them to easily understood questions in elementary number theory and
counting and then develops additional techniques of proof via important topics in discrete and continuous
mathematics the stimulating exercises are acclaimed for their exceptional quality

Puzzles, Paradoxes, and Problem Solving
2014-12-15

a classroom tested alternative approach to teaching math for liberal arts puzzles paradoxes and problem solving an
introduction to mathematical thinking uses puzzles and paradoxes to introduce basic principles of mathematical
thought the text is designed for students in liberal arts mathematics courses decision making situations that
progress

Introduction to Mathematical Thinking
2012-08-07

examinations of arithmetic geometry and theory of integers rational and natural numbers complete induction limit
and point of accumulation remarkable curves complex and hypercomplex numbers more includes 27 figures 1959
edition

Mathematical Reasoning
2013-04-03

how we reason with mathematical ideas continues to be a fascinating and challenging topic of research particularly
with the rapid and diverse developments in the field of cognitive science that have taken place in recent years
because it draws on multiple disciplines including psychology philosophy computer science linguistics and
anthropology cognitive science provides rich scope for addressing issues that are at the core of mathematical
learning drawing upon the interdisciplinary nature of cognitive science this book presents a broadened perspective
on mathematics and mathematical reasoning it represents a move away from the traditional notion of reasoning as
abstract and disembodied to the contemporary view that it is embodied and imaginative from this perspective
mathematical reasoning involves reasoning with structures that emerge from our bodily experiences as we interact
with the environment these structures extend beyond finitary propositional representations mathematical reasoning
is imaginative in the sense that it utilizes a number of powerful illuminating devices that structure these concrete
experiences and transform them into models for abstract thought these thinking tools analogy metaphor metonymy
and imagery play an important role in mathematical reasoning as the chapters in this book demonstrate yet their
potential for enhancing learning in the domain has received little recognition this book is an attempt to fill this void
drawing upon backgrounds in mathematics education educational psychology philosophy linguistics and cognitive
science the chapter authors provide a rich and comprehensive analysis of mathematical reasoning new and exciting
perspectives are presented on the nature of mathematics e g mind based mathematics on the array of powerful
cognitive tools for reasoning e g analogy and metaphor and on the different ways these tools can facilitate
mathematical reasoning examples are drawn from the reasoning of the preschool child to that of the adult learner

Using Mathematical Thinking
1989

the development of mathematical competence both by humans as a species over millennia and by individuals over
their lifetimes is a fascinating aspect of human cognition this book explores when and why the rudiments of



mathematical capability first appeared among human beings what its fundamental concepts are and how and why
it has grown into the richly branching complex of specialties that it is today it discusses whether the truths of
mathematics are discoveries or inventions and what prompts the emergence of concepts that appear to be
descriptive of nothing in human experience also covered is the role of esthetics in mathematics what exactly are
mathematicians seeing when they describe a mathematical entity as beautiful there is discussion of whether
mathematical disability is distinguishable from a general cognitive deficit and whether the potential for
mathematical reasoning is best developed through instruction this volume is unique in the vast range of
psychological questions it covers as revealed in the work habits and products of numerous mathematicians it
provides fascinating reading for researchers and students with an interest in cognition in general and mathematical
cognition in particular instructors of mathematics will also find the book s insights illuminating

Mathematical Reasoning
2011-02-25

this book offers a new conceptual framework for reflecting on the role of information and communication
technology in mathematics education discussion focuses on how computers writing and oral discourse transform
education at an epistemological as well as a political level building on examples research and theory the authors
propose that knowledge is not constructed solely by humans but by collectives of humans and technologies of
intelligence

Humans-with-Media and the Reorganization of Mathematical
Thinking
2005-07-25

make mathematics fun and satisfying for everyone math can be a living source of powerful ideas that transcend
mathematics a window into mind opening philosophical concepts such as infinity fourth dimensions chaos and
fractals and a practical training ground for developing skills in analysis reasoning and thought if you have the right
approach and the right guide the heart of mathematics an invitation to effective thinking now in its third edition
transforms mathematics into an engaging relevant experience even for the most math phobic student infusing this
book with humor and enthusiasm edward b burger and michael starbird both recipients of the mathematical
association of america s foremost national teaching award and countless state regional and campus wide teaching
honors introduce students to the most important and interesting ideas in mathematics while inspiring them to
actively engage in mathematical thinking richer and more rewarding than ever this new edition features an
emphasis on mathematical methods of investigation visualization techniques that make key concepts easier to
understand accessible friendly writing style that encourages critical thinking life lessons effective methods of
thinking that students will retain and apply beyond the classroom end of section mindscape activities for the
development of application problem solving and argumentation skills

Introduction to Mathematical Thinking
1959

constructing concise and correct proofs is one of the most challenging aspects of learning to work with advanced
mathematics meeting this challenge is a defining moment for those considering a career in mathematics or related
fields a transition to abstract mathematics teaches readers to construct proofs and communicate with the precision
necessary for working with abstraction it is based on two premises composing clear and accurate mathematical
arguments is critical in abstract mathematics and that this skill requires development and support abstraction is the
destination not the starting point maddox methodically builds toward a thorough understanding of the proof
process demonstrating and encouraging mathematical thinking along the way skillful use of analogy clarifies
abstract ideas clearly presented methods of mathematical precision provide an understanding of the nature of



mathematics and its defining structure after mastering the art of the proof process the reader may pursue two
independent paths the latter parts are purposefully designed to rest on the foundation of the first and climb quickly
into analysis or algebra maddox addresses fundamental principles in these two areas so that readers can apply
their mathematical thinking and writing skills to these new concepts from this exposure readers experience the
beauty of the mathematical landscape and further develop their ability to work with abstract ideas covers the full
range of techniques used in proofs including contrapositive induction and proof by contradiction explains
identification of techniques and how they are applied in the specific problem illustrates how to read written proofs
with many step by step examples includes 20 more exercises than the first edition that are integrated into the
material instead of end of chapter

The Heart of Mathematics
2009-11-10

designed for an undergraduate course or for independent study this text presents sophisticated mathematical ideas
in an elementary and friendly fashion the fundamental purpose of this book is to engage the reader and to teach a
real understanding of mathematical thinking while conveying the beauty and elegance of mathematics the text
focuses on teaching the understanding of mathematical proofs the material covered has applications both to
mathematics and to other subjects the book contains a large number of exercises of varying difficulty designed to
help reinforce basic concepts and to motivate and challenge the reader the sole prerequisite for understanding the
text is basic high school algebra some trigonometry is needed for chapters 9 and 12 topics covered include
mathematical induction modular arithmetic the fundamental theorem of arithmetic fermat s little theorem rsa
encryption the euclidean algorithm rational and irrational numbers complex numbers cardinality euclidean plane
geometry constructability including a proof that an angle of 60 degrees cannot be trisected with a straightedge and
compass this textbook is suitable for a wide variety of courses and for a broad range of students in the fields of
education liberal arts physical sciences and mathematics students at the senior high school level who like
mathematics will also be able to further their understanding of mathematical thinking by reading this book

Thinkers
2018

introduction to mathematical thinking custom edition ebook

A Transition to Abstract Mathematics
2008-10-13

this book examines the origins and development of children s mathematical knowledge it contrasts the widely held
view that counting is the starting point for mathematical development with an alternative comparison of quantities
position according to the comparison of quantities position the concept of number builds upon more basic concepts
of equality inequality and less than and greater than relations which derive from comparisons between
unenumerated quantities such as lengths the concept of number combines these basic comparative concepts with
the concept of a unit of measure which allows one quantity to be described as a multiple of another sophian
examines these alternative accounts of children s developing mathematical knowledge in the light of research on
children s counting on their reasoning about continuous quantities such as length and area on the development of
the concept of unit on additive and multiplicative reasoning and on knowledge about fractions in the closing
chapters sophian draws out the developmental and the educational implications of the research and theory
presented developmentally the comparison of quantities position undermines the idea that numerical knowledge
develops through domain specific learning mechanisms in that it links numerical development both to physical
knowledge about objects which is the starting point for the concept of unit and to the acquisition of linguistic
number terms instructionally the comparison of quantities perspective diverges from the counting first perspective



in that it underscores the continuity between whole number arithmetic and fraction learning that stems from the
importance of the concept of unit for both building on this idea sophian advances three instructional
recommendations first instruction about numbers should always be grounded in thinking about quantities and how
numbers represent the relations between them second instruction in the early years should always be guided by a
long term perspective in which current objectives are shaped by an understanding of their role in the overall course
of mathematics learning and third instruction should be directly toward promoting the acquisition of the most
general mathematical knowledge possible the origins of mathematical knowledge in childhood is intended for
researchers professionals and graduate students in developmental psychology educational psychology and
mathematics education and as a supplementary text for advanced undergraduate courses in cognitive development
educational psychology and mathematics education

A Readable Introduction to Real Mathematics
2014-07-03

a thinking student is an engaged student teachers often find it difficult to implement lessons that help students go
beyond rote memorization and repetitive calculations in fact institutional norms and habits that permeate all
classrooms can actually be enabling non thinking student behavior sparked by observing teachers struggle to
implement rich mathematics tasks to engage students in deep thinking peter liljedahl has translated his 15 years of
research into this practical guide on how to move toward a thinking classroom building thinking classrooms in
mathematics grades k 12 helps teachers implement 14 optimal practices for thinking that create an ideal setting for
deep mathematics learning to occur this guide provides the what why and how of each practice and answers
teachers most frequently asked questions includes firsthand accounts of how these practices foster thinking
through teacher and student interviews and student work samples offers a plethora of macro moves micro moves
and rich tasks to get started organizes the 14 practices into four toolkits that can be implemented in order and built
on throughout the year when combined these unique research based practices create the optimal conditions for
learner centered student owned deep mathematical thinking and learning and have the power to transform
mathematics classrooms like never before

An Introduction to Mathematical Thinking: Algebra and Number
Systems
2022

how humans learn to think mathematically describes the development of mathematical thinking from the young
child to the sophisticated adult professor david tall reveals the reasons why mathematical concepts that make
sense in one context may become problematic in another for example a child s experience of whole number
arithmetic successively affects subsequent understanding of fractions negative numbers algebra and the
introduction of definitions and proof tall s explanations for these developments are accessible to a general audience
while encouraging specialists to relate their areas of expertise to the full range of mathematical thinking the book
offers a comprehensive framework for understanding mathematical growth from practical beginnings through
theoretical developments to the continuing evolution of mathematical thinking at the highest level

Introduction to Mathematical Thinking (Custom Edition EBook)
2019

visual thinking visual imagination or perception of diagrams and symbol arrays and mental operations on them is
omnipresent in mathematics is this visual thinking merely a psychological aid facilitating grasp of what is gathered
by other means or does it also have epistemological functions as a means of discovery understanding and even
proof by examining the many kinds of visual representation in mathematics and the diverse ways in which they are
used marcus giaquintoargues that visual thinking in mathematics is rarely just a superfluous aid it usually has



epistemological value often as a means of discovery drawing from philosophical work on the nature of concepts and
from empirical studies of visual perception mental imagery and numerical cognition giaquinto explores a major
source of our grasp of mathematics using examples from basic geometry arithmetic algebra and real analysis he
shows how we can discern abstract general truths by means of specific images how synthetic a priori knowledge is
possible and how visual means can help us grasp abstract structures visual thinking in mathematics reopens the
investigation of earlier thinkers from plato to kant into the nature and epistemology of an individual s basic
mathematical beliefs and abilities in the new light shed by the maturing cognitive sciences clear and concise
throughout it will appeal to scholars and students of philosophy mathematics and psychology as well as anyone
with an interest in mathematical thinking

Using Mathematical Thinking: Working mathematically
1988

in recent years national and international reports have been issued that speak of the sad state of the educational
system in the united states and the desperate need for reform in teaching science and mathematics cognitive
psychologists and mathematics and science educators have responded to this need by designing instructional
programs that are more compatible with our knowledge of how people acquire use and retain knowledge many of
the guiding principles that underlie these programs are presented in this volume such as teaching comprehension
of scientific text through a problem solving approach problem planning and representation selection of relevant
information and simultaneous monitoring of both the specifics of the problem and the mental processes being used
to solve it

The Origins of Mathematical Knowledge in Childhood
2017-09-25

essentials of mathematical thinking addresses the growing need to better comprehend mathematics today
increasingly our world is driven by mathematics in all aspects of life the book is an excellent introduction to the
world of mathematics for students not majoring in mathematical studies the author has written this book in an
enticing rich manner that will engage students and introduce new paradigms of thought careful readers will develop
critical thinking skills which will help them compete in today s world the book explains what goes behind a google
search algorithm how to calculate the odds in a lottery the value of big data how the nefarious ponzi scheme
operates instructors will treasure the book for its ability to make the field of mathematics more accessible and
alluring with relevant topics and helpful graphics the author also encourages readers to see the beauty of
mathematics and how it relates to their lives in meaningful ways

Building Thinking Classrooms in Mathematics, Grades K-12
2020-09-28

this monograph uses the concept and category of event in the study of mathematics as it emerges from an
interaction between levels of cognition from the bodily experiences to symbolism it is subdivided into three parts
the first moves from a general characterization of the classical approach to mathematical cognition and mind
toward laying the foundations for a view on the mathematical mind that differs from going approaches in placing
primacy on events the second articulates some common phenomena mathematical thought mathematical sign
mathematical form mathematical reason and its development and affect in mathematics in new ways that are
based on the previously developed ontology of events the final part has more encompassing phenomena as its
content most prominently the thinking body of mathematics the experience in and of mathematics and the
relationship between experience and mind the volume is well suited for anyone with a broad interest in educational
theory and or social development or with a broad background in psychology



How Humans Learn to Think Mathematically
2013-09-02

transform mathematics learning from doing to thinking american students are losing ground in the global
mathematical environment what many of them lack is numeracy the ability to think through the math and apply it
outside of the classroom referencing the new common core and nctm standards the authors outline nine critical
thinking habits that foster numeracy and show you how to monitor and repair students understanding guide
students to recognize patterns encourage questioning for understanding develop students mathematics vocabulary
included are several numeracy rich lesson plans complete with clear directions and student handouts

Visual Thinking in Mathematics
2007-07-05

the art or skill of problem solving in mathematics is mostly relegated to the strategies one can use to solve
problems in the field although this book addresses that issue it delves deeply into the psychological aspects that
affect successful problem solving such topics as decision making judgment and reasoning as well as using memory
effectively and a discussion of the thought processes that could help address certain problem solving situations
most books that address problem solving and mathematics focus on the various skills this book goes beyond that
and investigates the psychological aspects to solving problems in mathematics

Enhancing Thinking Skills in the Sciences and Mathematics
1992

designed to help pre service and in service teachers gain the knowledge they need to facilitate students
understanding competency and interest in mathematics the revised and updated second edition of this popular text
and resource bridges the gap between the mathematics learned in college and the mathematics taught in
secondary schools highlighting multiple types of mathematical understanding to deepen insight into the secondary
school mathematics curriculum it addresses typical areas of difficulty and common student misconceptions so
teachers can involve their students in learning mathematics in a way that is interesting interconnected
understandable and often surprising and entertaining six content strands are discussed numbers and operations
algebra geometry measurement data analysis and probability and proof functions and mathematical modeling the
informal clear style supports an interactive learner centered approach through engaging pedagogical features
launch questions at the beginning of each section capture interest and involve readers in learning the mathematical
concepts practice problems provide opportunities to apply what has been learned and complete proofs questions
from the classroom bring the content to life by addressing the deep why conceptual questions that middle or
secondary school students are curious about and questions that require analysis and correction of typical student
errors and misconceptions focus on counter intuitive results and contain activities and or tasks suitable for use with
students changes in the second edition new sections on robotics calculators matrix operations cryptography and
the coefficient of determination new problems simpler proofs and more illustrative examples answers and hints for
selected problems provided

Essentials of Mathematical Thinking
2017-10-06

witty compelling and just plain fun to read evelyn lamb scientific american the freakonomics of math a math world
superstar unveils the hidden beauty and logic of the world and puts its power in our hands the math we learn in
school can seem like a dull set of rules laid down by the ancients and not to be questioned in how not to be wrong
jordan ellenberg shows us how terribly limiting this view is math isn t confined to abstract incidents that never



occur in real life but rather touches everything we do the whole world is shot through with it math allows us to see
the hidden structures underneath the messy and chaotic surface of our world it s a science of not being wrong
hammered out by centuries of hard work and argument armed with the tools of mathematics we can see through to
the true meaning of information we take for granted how early should you get to the airport what does public
opinion really represent why do tall parents have shorter children who really won florida in 2000 and how likely are
you really to develop cancer how not to be wrong presents the surprising revelations behind all of these questions
and many more using the mathematician s method of analyzing life and exposing the hard won insights of the
academic community to the layman minus the jargon ellenberg chases mathematical threads through a vast range
of time and space from the everyday to the cosmic encountering among other things baseball reaganomics daring
lottery schemes voltaire the replicability crisis in psychology italian renaissance painting artificial languages the
development of non euclidean geometry the coming obesity apocalypse antonin scalia s views on crime and
punishment the psychology of slime molds what facebook can and can t figure out about you and the existence of
god ellenberg pulls from history as well as from the latest theoretical developments to provide those not trained in
math with the knowledge they need math as ellenberg says is an atomic powered prosthesis that you attach to your
common sense vastly multiplying its reach and strength with the tools of mathematics in hand you can understand
the world in a deeper more meaningful way how not to be wrong will show you how

Adventures of Mind and Mathematics
2020-08-24

Using Mathematical Thinking
1988

Using Mathematical Thinking: Necessary? Curious?
1989

Teaching Numeracy
2011-03-23

Psychology Of Problem Solving, The: The Background To Successful
Mathematics Thinking
2019-08-21

Using Mathematical Thinking: Assessing mathematical thinking
1988

The Mathematics That Every Secondary School Math Teacher Needs



to Know
2017-07-20

How Not to Be Wrong
2014-05-29
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